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This report contains a budget status for the RSS instrument as of Oct 1, 2006.

A) Actual Expenditures through Quarter 3, 2006

A PDF copy of the quarterly UW direct cost reconciliation spreadsheet for Quarter 3, 2006 is
attached:

1) Salaries were overspent by $2169 ($3156 with indirect).  This was due to fringe benefit
adjustments over the University fiscal year boundary.

2) Supplies and Materials were overspent by $178 ($259 with overhead).

3) Two trips to scientific conferences resulting in publications (Smith to the Orlando SPIE and
Burgh to the Calgary A.A.S.) were charged to publications.

4) Commissioning travel/ shipping overspent its budget by $4759.   This is made up almost
entirely by above-budget spending on car rental and shipping during the commissioning period. 
The expected credits for the SAAO accommodation overcharge were received.  Since travel and
shipping is already over the PDR cap, this has no effect on the Cost to Completion.

5) Capital equipment overspent its budget by $6123.  Most of these expenses were accumulated
charges via the SAAO chargeback mechanism which were not finally closed out until this
quarter.  The main contributors were $640 for instrument mount pads and ballast,  $835 for
additional purge gas, $984 for polarimetric test equipment, $1845 for the slitmask mechanism
rework, $1313 for the etalon controller coldbox and added copper braid shielding, and an
overspend of $418 for the detector coldbox.

B) Cost to Completion Revisions

The EXCEL budget is available at the report website.  Quarter 3 was updated to account for
actual costs (above), and the remainder of the budget was updated to reflect new estimated repair
costs. The inflation factors were updated through the end of the budget.

1) Actual RSS work percentages were updated for Eric Burgh and for Kurt Jaehnig in Quarter 6,
2006 - Quarter 2, 2007.  However, since this merely involved moving funds from one quarter to
another, there is no effect on the Cost to Completion.



2) $1567 ($2281 with indirect) was added to Quarter 2, 2007 for a financial administrator (Janet
Niewold) to reflect the large amount of effort that went into resolving the SAAO chargeback
invoice.

3) $2520 was added for shipping in Quarter 2, 2007 to reflect the shipping of the spare invar
structure to South Africa, and the shipping of the RSS optics to Pilot Group in California and
back.

4) $19570 was added to Subcontracts in Quarter 2, 2007 for optics disassembly and transmission
tests by Pilot Group.

5) In Quarter 3, 2007 (a new quarter) $55,430 was added to subcontracts to cover the remainder
of the Pilot Group repair costs.  This is an estimated worst case scenario, involving disassembly
of all the multiplets.

6) $15,000 was added to Quarter 3, 2007 for three months of Instrument Scientist (Eric Burgh) at
50%, to cover reassembly, alignment, and recommissioning.  This cost will be born by Rutgers.

The following two tables show the deltas, in nominal dollars and base dollars, from the 2006
Quarter 2 budget, (Jan 18, 2007).

Nominal Dollars

2006 Q2 2006 Q3 Delta
UW $3,910,590 $3,999,924 $89,334
SAAO $605,231 $605,231 $0
RU $990,183 $1,005,183 $15,000
Total $5,506,004 $5,610,338 $104,334

Base dollars

2006 Q2 2006 Q3 Delta
UW $3,474,939 $3,546,418 $71,479
SAAO $544,425 $544,425 $0
RU $873,539 $885,502 $11,963
Total $4,892,903 $4,976,345 $83,442



The changes in the budget are summarized below, keyed to explanation paragraphs in section A
(Actual Expenditures) and B (Cost to Completion Revisions).

Delta summary (Nominal direct + indirect)

Delta Explanation Item
$3,156 UW Quarter 3, 2006 Salaries A1
$259 Materials and Supplies A2

$6,123 Capital Items A5
$2,281 Financial/ Accounting B2
$2,520 Invar and Optics Shipping B3
$19,570 Pilot Group disassembly/ transmission B4
$55,430 Pilot Group - optics repair/ reassembly B5
$15,000 Instrument Scientist - Alignment/

Recommissioning
B6

$104,339 Total

With respect to the ceiling established at PDR, $4,375,136 in base dollars, this budget 
overspends the cap by $601,209 base dollars (12.1% of project cost).  We expect to recover
approximately $10,000 from the resale of the spare optical blanks.  We believe all other expected
costs have been accounted for.
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2007 2006

Jul Aug Sept

L689 
carryover 
charges

L689 Month 
13

Quarter 
Total 

Amount 
Budgeted

Actual - 
Budget

Salaries + Fringes(35%J,A, 80%S)
Salary $1,670 $1,670 $3,817 $7,157 $7,156 $1
Fringe $503 $887 $1,424 $1,858 $4,673 $2,505 $2,168
Total $2,173 $2,557 $5,241 $1,858 $11,829 $9,660 $2,169

Tuition Remission
Tuition Remission
Total 

Supplies & Material

Misc. (Supplies-Office, Printing & Duplicating-State) $1 $1
Supplies $12 $12
Other  (Maintenance, Repair, Software, Services, Freight) $150 $15 $165
Total $151 $15 $12 $178 $0 $178

 Travel
International $1,973 $2,110 $1,280 $5,362 $4,083

 
Domestic $1,481 $1,481 $0
Total $3,453 $2,110 $1,280 $6,843 $4,083 $2,761

Publications  
SPIE etc. $2,761
Total $2,761 -$2,761

Capitalized Shipping
Computers/ alignment equip SA -> UW (duty+fees)
Computers/ alignment equip SA -> UW
Total

SAAO Accom and travel fund  (capitalized)
credit for overcharge of accomodations last quarter -$5,182 -$5,182
credit for Nelson and Hole accommodations charges from last quarter -$1,581 -$1,581
shipping $1,477 $1,477
Car rental $2,731 $2,731
visas $2,029 $2,029
SAAO misc charge $36 $13 $49
unknown discrepancy - currency conversion? $18 $18
Total $36 -$495 -$459 -$5,218 $4,759

 
Capital Equipment
3110 - Instrument Structure $640 $640 $0 $640
3120 - Optics $663 $794 $1,819 $3,275 $1,517 $1,758
3130 - Mechanisms $811 $1,933 $2,744 $537 $2,207
3140 -Control System $88 $1,012 $1,100 $0 $1,100
3150 - Slitmask System $0 $0
3190 - Detector System $1,061 $1,061 $643 $418
Total $663 $1,692 $6,465 $8,820 $2,697 $6,123

Subcontractor
Optomechanical Consultant(Pilot Grp)
Engineering / Drafting Contract (Design Con)
Machinist (UW Physics Shop, PSL) $22 $395 $417 $417
Total $22 $395 $417 $417 $0

Total PFIS capitalized $0 $663 $1,714 $431 $5,970 $8,778 -$2,104 $10,881
Total PFIS Expenses $5,627 $3,371 $9,080 $3,581 $5,970 $27,628 $14,400 $13,228

Non PFIS expenses
Wilcots Travel  
Sheinis SSWG and board mtg $2,972
Eric Burgh Salary+Fringe (65/65/20%) $4,036 $4,749 $1,310
Total Non PFIS $4,036 $7,721 $1,310

Total PFIS and non-PFIS $9,662 $11,092 $10,390 $3,581 $5,970 $40,695

Actual Payments Made Jul - Sept 2006

SALT
Quarter 3

PFIS Expenses


